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Full-Day Dougga & Bulla Regia Private Tour

Overview : Cover two standout historical sites in a single day during this enriching double
private tour to Dougga and Bulla Regia
countryside setting, with front-door hotel pickup included. Enter millennia
and get informative guided commentary on the impressive ancient cities, dating back to Roman 
and Numidian times. Tours include a tasty lunch
 
Included : 

 Entrance fees to monuments
 Transport by air-conditioned private car
 Licensed Tour Guide; 
 Lunch. 

 
Extra : 

 Tips. 
 
Starting point: Your hotel in Tunis, Hammamet or Sousse.
 
Departure times: between 8 and 8:30 a.m.
 
Duration : 8 hours. 
 
Program :  Depart from your city for Dougga and visit the pinnacle of the Roman presence in 
Tunisia. The visit to Dougga invariably begins with the Theatre, whose splendor is unchallenged by 
its nearness to the car park. Built-in 168 AD by one of the town’s wealthier occupants, Marcus 
Quadratus, the Theatre can seat up to 3,500 people. It is from here that you find the resi
quarter, Temples, and extensive Licinian Baths, and there are some choice spots down here to 
photograph the Capitol. Continue on to Bulla Regia where you will have the experience of 
exploring complete, superbly preserved villas is quite incredible;
Roman city in having two-storey dwellings with one floor underground. Enjoy lunch before 
concluding your tour with a return back to the hotel
 
Additional Info:  

 Wheelchair accessible ;  
 Stroller accessible ;  
 Infants must sit on laps ; 
 A double-duty historical tour of Dougga and Bulla Regia, with hotel pickup and lunch
 Settle back and enjoy an all

sites ; 
 Enter into underground villas, unique in the history 
 Service animals allowed ;  
 Near public transportation 
 This is a private tour/activity. Only your group will participate
 Most travelers can participate

Rates : per person : from 165 € 
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Dougga & Bulla Regia Full

Day Dougga & Bulla Regia Private Tour

Cover two standout historical sites in a single day during this enriching double
private tour to Dougga and Bulla Regia. You’ll escape the city and discover a serene, ruin

door hotel pickup included. Enter millennia
and get informative guided commentary on the impressive ancient cities, dating back to Roman 

d Numidian times. Tours include a tasty lunch. 

Entrance fees to monuments; 
conditioned private car; 

tel in Tunis, Hammamet or Sousse. 

8 and 8:30 a.m. 

Depart from your city for Dougga and visit the pinnacle of the Roman presence in 
invariably begins with the Theatre, whose splendor is unchallenged by 

in 168 AD by one of the town’s wealthier occupants, Marcus 
Quadratus, the Theatre can seat up to 3,500 people. It is from here that you find the resi
quarter, Temples, and extensive Licinian Baths, and there are some choice spots down here to 
photograph the Capitol. Continue on to Bulla Regia where you will have the experience of 
exploring complete, superbly preserved villas is quite incredible; Bulla Regia remains a unique 

storey dwellings with one floor underground. Enjoy lunch before 
concluding your tour with a return back to the hotel.  

duty historical tour of Dougga and Bulla Regia, with hotel pickup and lunch
Settle back and enjoy an all-inclusive adventure to two of Tunisia’s most impressive ancient 

Enter into underground villas, unique in the history of Roman settlements for their two stories
 
 ;  

This is a private tour/activity. Only your group will participate ;  
Most travelers can participate. 
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Full day 
Day Dougga & Bulla Regia Private Tour 

Cover two standout historical sites in a single day during this enriching double-duty 
. You’ll escape the city and discover a serene, ruin-filled 

door hotel pickup included. Enter millennia-old, subterranean villas 
and get informative guided commentary on the impressive ancient cities, dating back to Roman 

Depart from your city for Dougga and visit the pinnacle of the Roman presence in 
invariably begins with the Theatre, whose splendor is unchallenged by 

in 168 AD by one of the town’s wealthier occupants, Marcus 
Quadratus, the Theatre can seat up to 3,500 people. It is from here that you find the residential 
quarter, Temples, and extensive Licinian Baths, and there are some choice spots down here to 
photograph the Capitol. Continue on to Bulla Regia where you will have the experience of 

Bulla Regia remains a unique 
storey dwellings with one floor underground. Enjoy lunch before 

duty historical tour of Dougga and Bulla Regia, with hotel pickup and lunch ; 
inclusive adventure to two of Tunisia’s most impressive ancient 

of Roman settlements for their two stories; 


